Arbitrage Opportunity in Zeros?

William L. Silber

The table on the next page shows a partial list of US government bond strip
quotations on September 13, 2017, from the Wall Street Journal’s online data page. The
quotes reflect prices at 3pm for September 13, 2017. The quotes are for US Treasury
Strips held in the Federal Reserve’s book entry system and represent claims to payments
by the U.S Treasury. They are generic zero coupon bonds in contrast with the older CATS
and TGRS that were put into separate trusts by the investment banks, Salomon Inc. and
Merrill Lynch, respectively. However, the table has two sets of quotes, one set for strips
that came from a note’s principal (the first set of quotes) and one set for strips coming
from a note’s coupon payments (the second set of quotes).
The last line (underlined in bold) in each set of quotes refers to a strip payment
that is due on November 15, 2026. Each quote refers to a $100 face value payment by the
US Treasury. The asked (offer) price for the coupon strip (in the bottom half of the table)
is 81.273, which means you can buy that $100 strip payment for $81.273. The last line in
the upper half of the table shows a bid price of 81.776 for a $100 strip coming from the
principal of the note. An arbitrageur should buy the ‘cheap’ strip for $81.273 and sell the
‘expensive’ strip for $81.776 and pocket the 50.3 cents per $100 face value. This may not
sound like much but if done for $100 million face value of strips would produce a nice
profit of $503,000. Note that this arbitrage opportunity is after the transactions costs
embedded in the bid-ask spread because you bought from the dealer’s asked price on the
coupon strip and sold to her bid price of the principal strip. How can this ‘simple’
arbitrage remain available long enough to appear online in the WSJ (and remain there for
month’s at a time)?

